
Choose the correct verb for each sentence.

The subject and verb in a sentence should match with each other in number.

A singular subject will have a singular verb, and a plural subject will have a

plural verb.

Example: Ben eats (eats / eat) an apple a day.

Example: Ben and Sara eat (eats / eat) apples every day.

Uncle Joe2) (love / loves) meeting new people.

1) All my friends (speak / speaks) at least one foreign language.

5) Birds of a feather (!ock / !ocks) together.

10) (help / helps) me with the coursework.My teachers

4) (have / has) joined the school band.We

7)

3) Laura (gather / gathers) acorns from the farm.

6) Ants (save / saves) food in their colony.

9) The children (dance / dances) at the party.

8) The elephants (stomp / stomps) in the forest.

Melanie (read / reads) bedtime stories to her son.
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Choose the correct verb for each sentence.

The subject and verb in a sentence should match with each other in number.

A singular subject will have a singular verb, and a plural subject will have a

plural verb.

Example: Ben eats (eats / eat) an apple a day.

Example: Ben and Sara eat (eats / eat) apples every day.

Uncle Joe2) (love / loves) meeting new people.loves

1) All my friends (speak / speaks) at least one foreign language.speak

5) Birds of a feather (!ock / !ocks) together. ock

10) (help / helps) me with the coursework.My teachers help

4) (have / has) joined the school band.We have

7)

3) Laura gathers (gather / gathers) acorns from the farm.

6) Ants (save / saves) food in their colony.save

9) The children dance (dance / dances) at the party.

8) The elephants (stomp / stomps) in the forest.stomp

Melanie (read / reads) bedtime stories to her son.reads
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